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InfoSci®-Databases
Databases for Progressive Academic Research

InfoSci®-Books
A rapidly expanding collection of over 58,000 full-text chapters from over 2,500 scholarly works in over 200 disciplines relating to business, medicine, education, engineering, and technology.

InfoSci®-Book Disciplines
Choose from four discipline-focused databases containing up to 600 scholarly reference titles on specialized topics.

InfoSci®-Subject Databases
Choose from 11 subject-specific databases containing up to 400 scholarly reference titles on specialized topics.

InfoSci®-Select
Select titles from IGI Global’s entire book collection and customize your own database. www.igi-global.com/infosci-select

InfoSci®-Journals
A rapidly expanding full-text collection of 155+ peer-reviewed journals that focus on specialized topics in over 200 disciplines relating to business, medicine, engineering, social sciences, and technology.

InfoSci®-Journal Disciplines
Choose from six discipline-focused databases containing up to 45 cutting-edge scholarly journals on specialized topics in:

• Business, Administration, and Management (27)
• Communications and Social Science (29)
• Computer Science, Security, and Information Technology (45)
• Engineering, Natural, and Physical Science (18)
• Library Science, Information Studies, and Education (23)
• Medicine, Healthcare, and Life Science (16)

Database Platform Features:
• XML-powered, full-text search
• Increased search speed with ranked results
• RefWorks and EasyBib citation export
• APA-, MLA-, and Chicago-style formatting
• COUNTER compliant reports and statistics
• MARC records to RSS feed
• Persistent URLs
• Liberal DRM
• No maintenance fees
• Supporting SRU industry interoperability standard
• Customize with your institution’s logo
• Multi-lingual user interface

For more information regarding IGI Global’s InfoSci®-Databases, please contact:
eresources@igi-global.com | 1.866.342.6657 ext.100 | 717.533.8845 ext.100

2014 Charleston Conference Diamond Sponsor
YBP Library Services (YBP) and Ex Libris® Group, a world leader in the provision of library automation solutions, now offer a new, streamlined acquisition process to academic and research libraries that use the Ex Libris Alma and YBP GOBI³ (Global Online Bibliographic Information) platforms. This collaboration enables libraries to reduce costs associated with acquisitions.

Leveraging Alma’s open architecture, the first deliverable of this project will automatically update Alma in real time with all print and digital orders placed via the GOBI³ platform. As a result, librarians will be spared the task of replicating these transactions in the Alma interface.

YBP and Ex Libris are excited their customers are able to benefit from enhanced selection and acquisition workflows.

**WANT TO KNOW MORE?** Please contact your YBP representative at sales@ybp.com or visit www.ybp.com.
Is it really all about the Benjamins?

International business, finance, economic and political news, comment and analysis in a single searchable archive.
Adam Matthew publishes unique primary source collections from archives around the world.

Our award winning digital titles span the social sciences and humanities and cover a multitude of topics ranging from medieval manuscripts and Victorian moving images, to ephemera from the 1960s and confidential government documents.

New for 2014

- American Consumer Culture, 1935-1965
- American History, 1493-1859
- Apartheid South Africa, 1948-1966
- The First World War: Visual Perspectives and Narratives
- Foreign Office Files for China, 1919-1948
- Mass Observation - final release completes the collection

www.amdigital.co.uk
Your Library: Soaring to New Heights.
COUNTER STATS. ALTMETRICS. JOURNAL. EBOOKS. SEARCH. & MORE!

To learn more, contact us at 800-645-6595, marketing@us.swets.com, or visit us online today!
www.swets.com
DSM-5® and essential new resources are available for students and practitioners

PsychiatryOnline.org

PsychiatryOnline.org offers the most comprehensive online access available for psychiatric textbooks, journals and professional development tools. This virtual library is a key resource used in the teaching and study of psychiatry, psychology, and other mental health disciplines. It is an essential tool for mental health professional, used in diagnosis, treatment, and professional development.

**PsychiatryOnline Premium**
The most comprehensive online collection of psychiatry books and journals. Includes: DSM-5®, peer reviewed journals, and 16 reference and textbooks.

**PsychiatryOnline Core**

**DSM-5 Library**
Institutional access to DSM-5®, as well as the new DSM-5® Handbook of Differential Diagnosis and DSM-5® Clinical Cases.

Contact us for more information or to purchase a subscription:
Call 703-907-7874 or Email institutions@psych.org
Request a free 30-day institutional trial: Email institutions@psych.org

Priority Code: AP1405
OSA’s Digital Library

The largest and most-cited collection of peer-reviewed content in optics and photonics.

OSA Publishing’s Digital Library is a repository that contains OSA’s high-quality, cutting edge content, including 17 flagship, partnered, and co-published peer-reviewed journals, 1 magazine, and conference proceedings. Through this high-quality content, more than 180,000 scientists, PhD students, and business leaders from 175 countries gain the confidence needed to power studies, shape real-world applications, and accelerate achievements.

OSA offers flexible subscription options for accessing our content. Contact us at elec@osa.org or contact your local agent to acquire this high-quality content for your institution.
Order through www.igi-global.com and receive a 20% Discount with Free Standard Shipping on Select Encyclopedias*

Institutions Receive Free Lifetime Online eAccess with Print Purchase**

Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology, Third Edition (10 Vols.)
Mehdi Khosrow-Pour, D.B.A. (Information Resources Management Association, USA)
ISBN: 978-1-4666-5888-2; EISBN: 978-1-4666-5889-9; © 2015; 5,000 pages.

The Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology, Third Edition is a 10-volume compilation of authoritative, previously unpublished research-based articles contributed by thousands of researchers and experts from all over the world. This discipline-defining encyclopedia will serve research needs in numerous fields that are affected by the rapid pace and substantial impact of technological change. With an emphasis on modern issues and the presentation of potential opportunities, prospective solutions, and future directions in the field, it is a relevant and essential addition to any academic library’s reference collection.

20% Discount Price:*
Print + Free Lifetime Online eAccess: $3,160
Perpetual Online eAccess Only: $3,000

eSubscription Price:
One (1) Year eSubscription: $1,840
Two (2) Year eSubscription: $3,110

*Discount + Free Standard Shipping offer valid through October 31, 2014. For more details, please visit: www.igi-global.com.
**For details regarding Free Online eAccess, please visit: www.igi-global.com

Featured IGI Global Publications

Robots in Academic Libraries: Advancements in Library Automation
ISBN: 978-1-4666-3938-6
Print: $175; Perpetual: $265
Print + Perpetual: $350

Advancing Library Education: Technological Innovation and Instructional Design
ISBN: 978-1-4666-3688-0
Print: $175; Perpetual: $265
Print + Perpetual: $350

Enhancing Instruction with Visual Media: Utilizing Video and Lecture Capture
ISBN: 978-1-4666-3962-1
Print: $175; Perpetual: $265
Print + Perpetual: $350

Remote Access Technologies for Library Collections: Tools for Library Users and Managers
ISBN: 978-1-4666-0234-2
Print: $175; Perpetual: $265
Print + Perpetual: $350

Revolutionizing the Development of Library and Information Professionals: Planning for the Future
ISBN: 978-1-4666-4675-9
Print: $175; Perpetual: $265
Print + Perpetual: $350

The Social Classroom: Integrating Social Network Use in Education
ISBN: 978-1-4666-4904-0
Print: $175; Perpetual: $265
Print + Perpetual: $350

Visit www.igi-global.com to view IGI Global’s complete list of Reference Publications
cust@igi-global.com | 1.866.342.6657 ext.100 | 717.533.8845 ext.100

2014 Charleston Conference Diamond Sponsor
For more information about The ASME Digital Collection, Visit asmedigitalcollection.asme.org

To Subscribe, contact Warren Adams
Phone: 973-244-2223 Fax: 973-882-8113 Email: adamsw@asme.org
Photovoltaic Retinal Prosthesis for Restoring Sight to the Blind

One of over 400,000 interdisciplinary papers from SPIE.

- Biomedical Optics & Medical Imaging: 61,900+ papers
- Communication & Information Technologies: 64,400+ papers
- Defense & Security: 34,300+ papers
- Electronic Imaging & Signal Processing: 103,700+ papers
- Energy: 9,400+ papers
- Lasers: 61,000+ papers
- Light Sources & Illumination: 20,300+ papers
- Lithography & Microelectronics: 26,900+ papers
- Metrology: 27,100+ papers
- Nanotechnology: 20,600+ papers
- Optics & Astronomy: 184,000+ papers
- Remote Sensing: 26,000+ papers
- Sensors: 57,200+ papers

Powered by photonics
Visit www.SDLinfo.org for information on subscribing
Advancing the understanding of biological regulation and cellular signaling, the scope of *Science Signaling* now includes not only studies of the regulatory events that occur within cells, but also of those that occur between cells and between different organisms.

[ScienceSignaling.org/info](http://ScienceSignaling.org/info)

Research articles in *Science Translational Medicine* contain the latest, cutting-edge research positioned at the intersection of biomedical research and clinical application. Editors select research, commentary, and reviews with the greatest benefit to the clinical and translational research communities.

[ScienceTranslationalMedicine.org/info](http://ScienceTranslationalMedicine.org/info)

Request a free trial or quote today. [ScienceOnline.org/request](http://ScienceOnline.org/request)
This book will consist of 4 volumes containing about 70 chapters covering all the major aspects of the growing area of nanomedicine. Leading scientists from 15 countries will cover all major areas of nanobiomedical research — materials for nanomedicine, application of nanomedicine in therapy of various diseases, use of nanomedicines for diagnostic purposes, technology of nanomedicines, and new trends in nanobiomedical research.

This is the first detailed handbook specifically addressing various aspects of nanobiomedicine. Readers will be treated to cutting-edge research and the newest data from leading researchers in this area.

Introductory Offer till Dec 31, 2014
US$1480

978-981-4520-62-6
US$1850

978-981-4520-65-2(ebook)
US$2405
It’s about time. Your patrons’ time.

Your patrons rely on Annual Reviews journals to intelligently synthesize the overwhelming volume of scientific research and deliver the ideas and citations that will advance their research further, faster. Since 1932, our invited experts have cut out the noise to save scholars valuable research time.

It’s time well spent.

New Journals Launching in 2014 With Complimentary Online Access To The First Volume For The First Year:

Annual Review of Statistics and Its Application
Annual Review of Organizational Psychology and Organizational Behavior
Annual Review of Virology
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press announces the launch of a new monthly online publication, *Cold Spring Harbor Perspectives in Medicine*. Covering everything from the molecular and cellular bases of disease to translational medicine and new therapeutic strategies, each issue offers reviews on different aspects of a variety of diseases and the tissues they affect. The contributions are written by experts in each field and commissioned as Subject Collections by a board of eminent scientists and physicians. These Subject Collections gradually accumulate articles as new issues of the journal are published and, when complete, each Subject Collection represents a comprehensive survey of the field it covers. *Cold Spring Harbor Perspectives in Medicine* is thus unmatched for its depth of coverage and represents an essential source for informed surveys and critical discussion of advances in molecular medicine.

**Scope:** Translational Medicine, Molecular Pathology, Cancer Therapy, Genetics, Infectious Disease, Immunology, Molecular Cell Biology

**Frequency:** Monthly, online

**Subject coverage includes:**

- Addiction
- Aging
- Alzheimer Disease
- Anemia
- Antibiotic Resistance
- Bacterial Pathogens
- Bone Disease
- Cancer
- Cystic Fibrosis
- Diabetes
- Heart Disease
- Hemoglobin
- HIV
- Influenza
- Malaria
- Multiple Sclerosis
- Muscular Dystrophy
- Parkinson’s Disease
- Prion Diseases
- Skin Diseases
- Schizophrenia
Service Defined

per•sis•tence

noun \par-ˈsis-tən(t)s, -ˈzis-\n
: the quality that allows someone to continue doing something or trying to do something even though it is difficult or opposed by other people
: the state of occurring or existing beyond the usual, expected, or normal time

When you’re ready for a vendor with the persistence to fulfill your entire order, call us. We offer:

• Immediate Order Fulfillment from Stock or Publisher
• Complete Backorder Service for books Not Yet Published or Out of Stock
• Continuous Follow Up Ensures Prompt Order Fulfillment
• Compliance With Your Cancellation Policy; Not Ours
• More than 50 Order Status Reports Available
• Out-of-Print Book Service w/ Global Search Capability
• Comprehensive Service to Academic and Public Libraries for more than 50 years

Midwest Library Service... Service Defined.

Midwest Library Service
1 1 4 4 3 S t . C h a r l e s R o c k R o a d , B r i d g e t o n , M O 6 3 0 4 4
Voice: 8 0 0 - 3 2 5 - 8 8 3 3 • F A X : 8 0 0 - 9 6 2 - 1 0 0 9
mail@midwestls.com • www.midwestls.com